MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS
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Have you ever tried to do something new? Chef always try different ingredients and spices combined altogether to make a new recipe. Fashion designers design clothes using different styles and accessories to suit the taste of clients. Architect make buildings and configure the hardware, software and services applications to serve the public. While some people just tried a simple trick making flags out of Rubik’s cube, some go to Online class to pursue unfinished course and some just get married.

Many of us are serving our companies and spending life under our superior. Have you ever thought of having your own business? To have a life that is waiting for us, we must be open to possibilities. When you find yourself saying no a lot, you are stopping yourself in trying new experiences and limit your abilities to connect to new ideas, people or concepts. Start saying yes more often and you might find yourself in a more exciting role. Say yes to a new business, take risk and enjoy the journey.

Most excuses might be absence of funds, fear of bankruptcy or lack of confidence. You may start asking yourself what you want to do, what is the easiest business you may start, if you have fund you might consider franchising and if less of fund you might ask friends and family for extra fund. It doesn’t have to be your own experience, but you may ask some successful people who own a business. Then Start the plan. There’s no easy way when you start but define why you want to do it.

The key here is saying yes more often, become open to new possibilities and aim higher expectations. Suddenly you will see yourself an Achiever, where you find new adventure, peace and happiness that your decision makes you of worth. Motivate yourself and know that self-improvement is a journey that anyone who wants to excel in
life. It does not matter in what area you want to excel and progress, whether it be spiritually, in your work, or your own business as long as you have the knowledge, skills and focus.
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